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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

What is the Trusted News Initiative (TNI)? As you may have discovered, Orwellian doublespeak is

rampant these days, and many organizations are named in complete opposition to their intended

purposes. Such is the case with the TNI as well.

As explained in the video above, created by Steve Kirsch's Vaccine Safety Research Foundation

(VSRF), TNI is an organization created for the purpose of global information control. It was founded

by the BBC in July 2019,  mere months before the COVID pandemic shattered all semblance of

free speech rights.

Partners in the initiative include global media outlets such as The Washington Post, Reuters, The

Associated Press, AFP, the Financial Times and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), and Big

Tech partners such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft, just to name a few.

TNI Formed as Trust in Mainstream Media Hit Rock Bottom

As astutely noted by Elizabeth Woodsworth in The Liberty Beacon,  TNI was formed mere weeks

after a Reuters Institute report revealed trust in U.S. media had slipped to an all-time low of just

29% — the lowest of the 46 countries included. Canadians trust in mainstream media was only

slightly better at 45%.

Also supporting the distrust in the media is an even more appalling recent Gallup Poll.  Just 16% of

U.S. adults now say they have "a great deal" or "quite a lot" of concdence in newspapers and 11% in

television news. Jimmy Dore goes into more details below.

This massive slip "can only mean that people are going elsewhere for their news," Woodsworth said.

And that probably had everything to do with the creation of TNI. They realized people didn't trust

mainstream media anymore and were looking elsewhere for the facts.

This presented a serious problem, as they had no control over alternative media. How then would

they shut down undesirable facts and theories that might jeopardize the smooth transition into the

New World Order? Enter TNI and a new cadre of "fact checking" organizations to wrangle the unruly

masses back into the brainwashing line.

Promoting 'Freedom and Democracy' Through Censorship

According to TNI, its crst order of business was to "promote freedom and democracy" by

preventing foreign interference in the 2020 election. However, TNI's mission didn't end there. Its Big

Pharma backers had a vaccination agenda right from the start, and TNI has been instrumental in

promoting that agenda and upholding their cnancial interests.

In 2019 — before we knew anything about the COVID shots to come — TNI warned that "anti-

vaxxers are gaining traction" and that online platforms would need to intervene using algorithms to

suppress the growing anti-vaccine movement.

In addition to suppressing undesirable vaccine content, TNI also eoods online users with pro-

vaccine messages to drown out what little opposition is left. As noted by VSRF, from the start, TNI

sought to normalize the use of this experimental gene transfer technology, despite a mountain of

unanswered questions about the safety and efcacy of mRNA technology.

Suppressing early treatment successes was also part of the vaccine agenda, as early treatment

options posed a direct threat to the Emergency Use Authorization of these experimental shots.

To that same end, TNI also fueled hatred against the unvaccinated, and hired so-called "fact

checkers" to publish false fact checks and hit pieces on those who questioned the sanity and safety

of pandemic countermeasures, such as masks and lockdowns, or raised concerns about the

experimental shots.

We're Made to Pay for Our Own Destruction

Hundreds of outspoken doctors and scientists — including experts from Harvard, Stanford and

Oxford — have been banned and deplatformed over the past two and a half years.

No matter how prestigious their careers, they've been labeled "dangerous" and targeted for

neutralization. Many have lost their careers. They've been ousted from professional associations

and stripped of their medical licenses.

“ By suppressing information about early
treatment and the adverse effects suffered from the
shots, TNI partners have played a direct role in the
destruction of lives. In short, TNI is the very 'fake
news' it claims to combat.”

Thousands of vaccine-injured people have also been accused of spreading "misinformation" and

have been targeted for elimination from social media, while mainstream media (MSM) have roundly

ignored their plight and pleas for recognition and help.

As noted by VSRF, by suppressing information about early treatment and the adverse effects

suffered from the shots, TNI partners have played a direct role in the destruction of lives. In short,

TNI is the converse of "trusted news." It actually creates and promotes mis- and disinformation. It is

the very "fake news" it claims to combat.

And "Who's paying for this harmful suppression of science?" VSRF asks. The answer: YOU are. We

all are, through our taxes. Government has spent billions of tax dollars to promote the experimental

COVID jabs, which benects no one but Big Pharma, various patent holders and investors.

Legacy Media Is on the Wrong Side of History

In a June 25, 2021, article, unidenticed staff at TrialSite News commented on the shocking

censorship that was already becoming apparent:

"Since time immemorial, those with power have used it to control those without. In the

modern world, big government and big tech represent the seats of power when it comes to

who is allowed to say what. Of course, many think that 'private companies' can regulate

speech in any way they see ?t. But from either an ethical or legal point of view, this is

false ...

Legally, the Supreme Court has long held that when a private company creates something

that functions as a public square (think of a company town), the First Amendment comes

into play.

Way back in April 2020, it was already clear that the then-existing online socio-political

censorship was going to expand into the world of science, medicine, and academia in the

new COVID-19 era. On April 1 of that year, early in the pandemic, Foreign Policy took a look

at these questions in a piece titled, 'Coronavirus Has Started a Censorship Pandemic'  ...

[D]isallowing good-faith medical information because the public can't be presumed to

properly weigh claims is infantilizing said public, along with dismantling the free speech

culture ...

The efforts now underway to completely suppress positive data associated with early-

onset treatment prospects such as ivermectin or the squelching of any discussion of

vaccine safety issues is completely unacceptable in a civilized, democratic market-based

society. Those perpetuating such offenses are in fact on the wrong side of history."

And who are the ones perpetuating these offenses? The TNI, for sure. TNI partners have censored

and tried to ruin the reputations and careers of fully qualiced and licensed public health experts,

doctors and scientists — all in the name of protecting you, the audience, from the life-saving

information these experts are trying to share. In her closing remarks, Woodsworth says:

"Regarding COVID-19, Dr. Piers Robinson, co-director of the Organization for Propaganda

Studies, has judged, 'It wouldn't be an underestimation to say that this is probably one of

the biggest propaganda operations that we have seen in history,' concluding 'what happens

is down to how people resist and how much force and coercion the authorities use.'

Indeed, the very foundation of democracy is that public wisdom should be consulted and

given its head in self-rule. The public has the constitutional right to full information to form

and express its own conclusions and does not need a coordinated TNI to corral and contain

it.

It is utterly outrageous that the voices the public needs from the top public health ?gures at

its best universities are being denied to its hearing. A far superior job of investigative

reporting is being done by the hard-working alternative media researchers without Big

Pharma's blood-stained advertising dollars."

Organized Control

The reason the TNI has been so effective in shutting out opposing views is because all of the

partners work together in a highly-organized manner. When one identices a piece of

"misinformation," the order to quash it is shared across platforms. The same goes for the ofcial

narrative. Everyone supports and promotes it, no matter how illogical.

A debunking piece by one legacy media partner is used as "proof" by another, and Big Tech

platforms, of course, have unprecedented ability to suppress unwanted content and push "ofcial"

or approved content to the front using algorithms alone.

As for who actually decides what the ofcial narrative is supposed to be, your guess is as good as

mine. What we do know is that wealthy and powerful interests control media worldwide.

Two major media controllers are BlackRock and the Vanguard Group, which combined own a vast

majority of the world's assets, including media companies. Another is Bill Gates, whose self-serving

"donations" ensure media treat him like a medical expert (or climate expert, or nutritional expert, or

agricultural expert) when, in reality, he's just promoting ideas that will make him a ton of money.

TNI's Not-so-Trustworthy Sources

And what about TNI's "trusted sources"? Aside from other TNI partners and their fact checkers,

trusted sources are the public health agencies, such as the World Health Organization, the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the U.S.

National Institutes of Health.

Every one of these agencies has a long "rap sheet" when it comes to corruption and errors in

judgment, and their unreliability have been highlighted time and again over the course of the COVID

pandemic. They've broken a long list of rules and regulations intended to ensure public safety, and

rewritten others on the ey — again without following proper protocols.

Time and again, people have scratched their heads, saying, "How can they do that? That's not

lawful. They CAN'T do that!" Well, the reality is, they used to be merely corrupt, but now they're

completely lawless. And no one is stopping them.

Decisions made by the FDA, CDC, NIH and the WHO over the course of the pandemic have been

downright shocking in their absolute absence of any moral compass. They've repeatedly deferred

to Big Pharma and blatantly ignored even the most basic of safety protocols, putting even babies

lives at risk.

In the past, we'd expect the Fourth Estate — journalists with integrity — to expose the kind of fraud

and lawlessness these agencies are engaging in. But sadly, legacy media, just like nearly every

federal regulatory agency, has been captured by the military industrial complex.

Legacy media is no longer the "free press." It certainly is in no way shape or form your trusted

source of news. Those days are long gone. They are completely captured; hardly a sentence is

uttered that isn't directed to them by the government and repeated parroting by all of legacy media

in all their varied forms.

Google News Initiative

In addition to TNI, Google also has a similar program going on, called the Google News Initiative,

which includes a $300 million funding commitment to the future of the news industry.

The Google News Initiative is partnered with advertising agencies in a program called Trusted

News for Trusted Advertising (TNTA),  to ensure advertisers don't have their ads associated with

"false or misleading news," thereby allowing them to "regain control of the media on which they

publish the advertising."

This is wrong on so many levels. Advertising and news/editorial departments are not supposed to

be mixed, period. They are intended to operate independently, not as complements or supporting

helpmates. The very fact that newspapers are failing and ad revenue is dropping makes the entire

press corps susceptible to doing whatever the advertisers want.

And, online, advertisers include the CDC and NIH, as evidenced by their many ads on social media.

So, the TNTA program is really all about building revenue. It has nothing to do with providing

trustworthy news.

Several other copycats also exist that have nearly the same name as TNI. There's the Trusting

News Initiative, the Trust Project, the News Integrity Initiative, the Journalism Trust Initiative, you

get the idea.  Some share partners with the TNI, further widening the media network of controlled

news.

Add to that NewsGuard and scores of fact-checking organizations, all of whom work in tandem to

promote the ofcial narrative while suppressing opposing views. As I've stated before, NewsGuard

received startup funds  from the Publicis Groupe, one of the largest PR companies in the world,

which serves the needs of several of the largest drug companies in the world.

Last but not least, there's a tightly woven web of interlocking "fact-checking" agencies that work for

advertisers in an effort to manipulate the news in favor of the advertisers or other entities with

vested interests, such as governments and health organizations.

This web of fact-checkers is funded by hundreds of millions, possibly billions, of dollars. I believe

this was planned long before the pandemic, and their goal is to steer the news into a second horn

for advertisers. Not surprisingly, the drug industry has one of the largest advertising budgets, which

is part of why you can't get the truth about drugs and health from the legacy media or any of these

fact-checkers.

TNI and Hitler's Principles

In his Substack article, "Propaganda, Corporatism and the Hidden Global Coup," Dr. Robert Malone

describes the TNI thus:

"The TNI uses advocacy journalism and journals to promote their causes. The Trusted

News Initiative is more than this though; if you go back to Hitler's basic principles, the

members of the TNI are using these core principles to control the public."

Hitler's basic principles are described in the book, "Propaganda and Persuasion," and are listed as:

Avoid abstract ideas — appeal to the emotions

Constantly repeat just a few ideas. Use stereotyped phrases

Give only one side of the argument

Continuously criticize your opponents

Pick out one special "enemy" for special viliccation

I believe Dr. Malone is onto something. These principles have certainly become media norms over

the past couple of years. Who knows — perhaps I was picked to be a "special enemy for special

viliccation" because the TNI and those who pull their puppet strings are all Nazis. I didn't expect it

to be that simplistic, but who knows?

We're all getting an education in psychopathy these days, and there's nothing normal about

psychopathic logic. Their brains are wired differently and you won't be able to understand their

motivations no matter how hard you try. Is this perhaps why so many decisions handed down to us

make no rational sense, either from a scienticc, medical or humanitarian perspective?

If it's true that many of those who are trying to take over the world in a global coup are in fact on the

psychopathic spectrum, then our response needs to be suitably appropriate.

Appropriate responses when faced with a psychopath include keeping your emotions in check (as

they seek to manipulate your emotions); standing your ground in an assertive manner; not buying

into their stories (especially not victim stories); and paying attention only to their actions, not their

words.

To be more precise, most experts have one primary suggestion for dealing with a psychopath, and

that is, "Don't."  Since we're talking about media here, that's a fairly simple action item. Just turn

them off, and cnd alternative news sources that aren't tainted by blood money and an overt attempt

for global slavery.

You owe it to yourself and your family to take control of your health and avoid these propaganda

tools and restrict your information to truly trusted and vetted sources.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,004 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Being british i once could claim to have had complete trust in 3 things my country held dear The police force, the NHS (national health

service), and the BBC (british broadcasting service), however within the last 5 years i have realised that these institutions are nothing but

tools of a despotic goverment and are like our goverment absolute bloody liars and with our goverment the sooner they are gone the

better this country of mine (UK) will be and dont get me started on the royals the world yes i did say world is very much poorer because of

the windsors hold on monopolies all over the globe they are not the sweet family the media makes them out to be.

however the good news is that these institutions worldwide are falling due to the new sense of freedom sweeping the planet freedom for

all regardless of color creed or species freedom real freedom to think and act as you see ct respecting universal law which is basicly love

everything and should be here within our lifetime all it takes is love, much love to all.
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@johnpage - I went into my local NHS health centre this morning to make an appointment for a hernia check that I had put off

during the 'pandemic' hysteria. I was told that they are not allowed to provide face-to-face consultations but I can do so by phone -

I have only a landline as I can't travel far from home with CFS. There is a waiting list for phone calls and the earliest I can talk to my

GP is September 2nd. The receptionist apologised and said the whole system has become bizarre. The only alternative is to get on

a bus and travel to A&E at our city hospital which was moved 7 miles out of town some years ago, and wait hours with others in a

similar cx.

If I recall correctly this is now pretty similar to the US system for those without health insurance. Incidentally a buddy of mine in

London says that he had to wait two years for a similar hernia procedure, after the crst consultation. I would like to vote these

racketeers out of government but the so- called Labour Party (Neolib centrists in fact) opposition are full of secrets and are known

to have links with CCDH in the recent past, so another bag of tricks, answering to the Bilderberg/Davos boys I suspect.
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bee70578, the term racketeers sure seems to apply here. Maybe the RICCO act should be pursued?
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bee70578 - you may be interested to know of the People's Health Alliance, set up recently by disaffected UK healthcare

professionals the-pha.org
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bee and all... Decades ago, I called Canada to see whether I could get a diagnostic imaging test for cancer that was unavail in the

US. It would have predicted the extent to which surgery was necessary. I was told that I would be very welcome in Canada as a

paying patient because their system needed money. However, the problem was that I would have to go on a waiting list and could

not be seen for a year! A person with an aggressive cancer cannot wait a year! (My tumor was estimated to be doubling in size

every 180 days!) Without adequate testing, I was forced to guess at protocol. Fortunately, I guessed correctly as my life depended

on not making a single mistake at that time.

There ain't no free lunch. Beware when the govt promises you something for nothing. I used to travel frequently to Canada, but no

longer have any reason to do so. I no longer see it as an opportunity for education, shopping or hunting/cshing. I always struggled

to cnd fresh real food in Canada. (When hunting, I would mail my camp food--and precut butcher paper-- in advance, and forage

fresh. Too expensive to do that nowadays.) Other reasons include covid and the hassles of border crossing. As for food, we mostly

eat at home anymore and have been much healthier (and wealthier) for it since covid. One reason is we no longer socialize at

restaurants.

I cannot recall the last time we wanted to eat in a restaurant or needed to. I pack our own food when we travel. We would be in very

poor shape if we were supermarket dependent. The food I see in supermarkets looks terrible and is not ct for human consumption.

Produce is often rotten and still very expensive. Much better off to eat what we produce ourselves, even if we do without some

things. For example, I refuse to buy tiny seedless watermelons. We will wait for our own to ripen and enjoy them in- season--and

maybe from cold storage as late as thru Thanksgiving! They are worth waiting for. Our sweet corn will be coming on soon, too.
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Almond, While the problems in Canada are becoming more evident to all thanks to the plandemic, I can honestly say that as a

lifelong resident, I've never had trouble accessing either timely health care or an abundance of fresh food. Granted I haven't used

medical services in the past 5 plus years and I hear wait lists have deteriorated badly. (Conventional medicine doesn't have much

to offer once you discover food as medicine.) But fresh food? Abundant in any of the three provinces I've lived in and all the others

I've visited, except perhaps Newfoundland. That island province decnitely suffers from a shortage of fresh vegetables. Curious to

know if you were in a far north outpost or why the difference in experiences. Ironically Canadians are catching up to Americans on

the obesity scale. So perhaps we've begun to develop the same food deserts that reportedly plague our southern neighbour's

larger cities.
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This week, Dr. Mercola is the subject of yet another hit piece from the New York Times. The Children's Defense Fund has just been

de-platformed from Facebook and Instagram this week with no warning. The new batch of Covid boosters is ready for distribution.

Concidence??? I think not. So many folks who have been jabbed are now saying "wait a minute", another booster that doesn't prevent

getting covid or stop the spread of it. "They" need to target those telling the truth, because "they" stand to lose millions and it does not

promote The Great Reset agenda of depopulation. God willing, more and more people will have the veil of deception from MSM lifted

from their eyes.
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Who Is Behind the Trusted News Initiative?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The Trusted News Initiative (TNI) was founded by the BBC in July 2019. While TNI claims to promote democracy and freedom, its purpose

for being is global information control

*

Partners in the initiative include global media outlets such as The Washington Post, Reuters, The Associated Press, AFP, the Financial Times

and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), and Big Tech partners such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft

*

TNI was formed mere weeks after a Reuters Institute report revealed trust in U.S. media had slipped to an all-time low of just 29% — the

lowest of the 46 countries included. Clearly, people were going elsewhere for the facts, and that probably had everything to do with the

creation of TNI. They have no control over alternative media, so they needed a comprehensive way to shut them all down

*

By suppressing information about early treatment and the adverse effects suffered from the COVID shots, TNI partners have played a direct

role in the destruction of lives. In short, TNI is the converse of “trusted news.” It is the very “fake news” it claims to combat

*

In addition to TNI, Google also has a similar program going on, called the Google News Initiative, which includes a $300 million funding

commitment to the future of the news industry. The Google News Initiative is partnered with advertising agencies in a program called

Trusted News for Trusted Advertising (TNTA), to ensure advertisers don’t have their ads associated with “false or misleading news,” thereby

allowing them to “regain control of the media on which they publish the advertising”

*
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dianna1189 - here's a link to the article on the CHD website: Without Warning, Facebook, Instagram De-Platform Children’s Health

Defense Accounts - - childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/facebook-instagram-de-platform-chd..  (My take is this has something

to do with a free speech lawsuit against Meta, cled 2 years ago, which as of late July, started to see some action from the judge.)

This appears badly INVERTED.
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Yes, dianna, and within hours of CHD pulling off the platform, CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky outlined plans to review the

agency's operations and admitted that the agency's response to COVID- 19 was eawed and that the agency made a number of

missteps in its handling of the pandemic. CDC ADMITS TO BOTCHED COVID RESPONSE, ANNOUNCES OVERHAUL — CRITICS SAY

PLAN DOESN’T ADDRESS UNHOLY ALLIANCE’ WITH PHARMA The Centers for Disease Control Wednesday announced a “drastic”

overhaul of the agency after admitting to failures in its management of the COVID-19 pandemic. But some critics said the plan isn't

adequate and suggested replacing the agency with a public health model that operates independently from Big Pharma.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-covid-response-pharma-public-h..  (08/18/22) Yes, more reinforcements and less

freedom of information: VACCINE-INJURED HAVE TO TALK IN CODE’ OR FACEBOOK DELETES THEIR ACCOUNTS After he was

injured in April 2021 by Pczer's COVID-19, “Nick” started a public vaccine injury group on social media hoping to cnd answers and

share practical solutions to help others like himself deal with lasting physical effects, but members had to “talk in code” or face

censorship.

Nick continued: “Basically, [Facebook has] clters set up. I'm at the point where I'm certain that the federal government and Big

Tech and Pczer are all intertwined. It's quite disgusting. “They’ll delete your account [and] ban you. So everybody has to talk in

code. [Facebook] will eag the post, delete the post, and delete the group. You're not allowed to ask for help. You have to spell it in

weird words.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-injury-facebook-cens..  (08/18/22)
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rrealrose and all... Free speech exists to say what is unpopular, not what is politically-correct and govt approved.
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Hi Almond, you and all of us know that, but apparently the Deep State or the Administrative branch now running the Govt thinks

otherwise - Can be traced as serious changes interlocking the medical, public health, military defense and legal system structures,

starting in 2001 and every few years leading up to 2019...someone(s) have been juicing healthcare to justice systems structure

step-by- step, making it LEGAL for the Govt to ATTACK US with various forms of Medical Tyranny. I have a link, is fairly depressing,

yet another "shocking" expose w discussion unearthed by the Corona Committee recently...Will post later this weekend.

Reminscent of the warnings of President Ike Eisenhower prior to his stepping down from the presidency, except he warned of the

military-industrial complex and later on in same speech, he also warned of the power of the medical-banking complex. Structure

all these together, what do you get?
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Propaganda is a derivative of biology and its end result is changing the PERCEPTION of reality. In the natural world is called camoueage.

Skill in detecting and avoiding false perception is a paramount survival skill
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Casimcea - well stated. We have choices. See reality, or "not-see" reality. Don't be a "not-see."  And yes - it is a learned skill. Don't

get played.
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Deception is necessary for trapping wildlife. Also, for enslaving free people. One needs to pay attention to entrapment.
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"Last couple years???" I've been cursing and throwing cigarette butts at the TV since I can remember. All the "independent" networks run

the same stories and same wording almost simultaneously to control the narrative and reality for the unaware. Corporations and the

government pay networks to lie... talking heads are shills and intelligence assets and always wrong. It's not paranoia or conspiracy, it's a

lid on truth...just ask Julian Assange, Alex Jones or Dr. Mercola....Highly regarded University "experts" prostitute themselves as they

brainwash successive generations...I won't stop monitoring the liars; truth can be found in reverse of their words and you can see the

direction these cowboys are pushing the human herd. Mass deception has been going on since we left the cave.
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A very accurate summary that shows that corruption is developed on many fronts. We will quote the CDC. America First Legal

(AFL) cled a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to investigate unconstitutional acts between the federal government and

Big Tech social media platforms. AFL obtained 256 pages of communication between the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),

Google, Facebook and Twitter. These pages document eagrant violations of the United States Constitution and provide evidence

that the Federal Government violated the Nuremberg Code. AFL President Stephen Miller issued a statement: These explosive

smoking gun documents, obtained as a result of litigation by America First Legal against the Biden Administration, conclusively

demonstrate that Big Tech has illegally colluded with the federal government to silence, censor and suppress the free speech of

Americans and violate their First Amendment rights.

The government is expressly prohibited from censoring opposing or dissenting views, or silencing its political opponents, whether

it does so directly or uses an outside corporation to further its draconian and totalitarian ends. AFL will not rest in the cght against

illegal collusion between Big Tech and Big Government to trample on your voices and the Bill of Rights. In July 2021, former White

House press secretary Jen Psaki revealed that the Biden administration "regularly made sure" to identify public health

"misinformation" while working with social media to root it out. “And we work to engage with them [Big Tech] to better understand

the enforcement of social media platform policies” reclaimthenet.org/documents-show-collusion-between-cdc-and-big-tech/

 (July 28, 2022) DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP COVID MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (02/08/2022)
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forbiddenhealing .... at least you're not shooting the TV like Elvis used to! Every parent should bring their children up to question

status quo.
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So the Pharma cartel worked hard to destroy a valuable learning medium. In 1999, Pharma was allowed to broadcast tv

advertising, something they had lobbied for, for years. Didn't take long to bias news reporting and even prime time shows. Many

are remakes of earlier themes, changing locations, actors, with writers tweeking scenarios and plots. Gone are most learning

shows, with exception of Big Bird (somewhat corrupted), PBS showing BBC series classics, and the history channel. Much of this

now available elsewhere online.
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Most do not realize how vicious Free Speech was attacked early in the last Century as people were routinely herded up and jailed.

(Believe it or not, if enough rabble rousers were rounded up, they would jump up and down in cadence until the jailhouse fell apart. It is

also where the Penny Loafers came into use. If one had a penny on their person, they couldn't use the charge of indigent against

someone & throw them in the pokey.) Robber Barons thought nothing of hiring thugs to eliminate their dislike of such. It erupted again in

the Sixties. Now the descendants of Robber Barons have grown far beyond the Trust & Monopolies of years gone past.

They are Global Monopolies beholding too few if anyone but themselves with all the digital tools of suppression and censorship at their

disposal. Important as Doc's showing of Dore's piece above points out, it has become a massive problem for the taskmasters of

Propaganda to Divide & Conquer because when open Soapbox discussions, debate & discovery in the Internet Public Forum has made the

formally successful Divide & Conquer formula to breakdown. Legacy Media & the Institutions are not trusted because of this history. Now

it cuts across all spectrums of the public and how they have formally identiced as Red/Blue/Independent or even none of the above.

Despite differences, sides disappear when we are realizing we agree on ISSUES. Sides disappear when we realize the WEF and other bad

birds are pulling the strings behind the scenes & even in the open. More from Dore; And, so why, still to this day is there a warning to go to

the CDC for latest information on a piece reporting the latest information begrudgingly released by the CDC? CDC "Follows the Science" &

revokes COVID Restrictions, www.youtube.com/watch  - Quadruple-Boosted Pczer CEO Gets COVID & Starts Selling New Drug!

www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi Steve, please check your links...don't use embedded share from Youtube, copy the actual page address may help.
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Thank you rrealrose & all, maybe this cxed it? Not a high tech guy & while sometimes what I do works, just as often it doesn't. Gone

through a bunch of goofy stuff to try to get this to display right, it will work and then change. Glad I was able to be here when you

all contacted me. Days are getting short, and the task list grows longer in response. Thank you for your patience. Things seem to

work on my end now???
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Yes. Just, freedom of expression is being silenced by the censorship of the interests of globalist elites. The Roosevelt Institute

published a fascinating report, "The Cost of Capture: How the Pharmaceutical Industry Has Corrupted Policymakers and Harmed

Patients." The report outlines the many ways the pharmaceutical industry has shaped policy through corporate capture. This is a

phenomenon in which private industries use their signiccant cnancial and political ineuence to manipulate the decision-making

apparatus of a state. The report warned of the dangers of lobbying and deeply eawed medical research.

What we are seeing is the convergence of Big Pharma, Big Tech and Big Government. Call it the unholy trinity, with Big Tech doing

the bidding of Big Government, and Big Government doing the bidding of Big Pharma. YouTube removed the episodes of Joe

Rogan with Robert Malone and Peter McCullough because when it comes to viruses and vaccines, they are among the world's

most noted and accomplished experts. They seem to know things the government doesn't want us to know. Also, Google, the

owner of YouTube, appears to be heavily involved with the US government.

rooseveltinstitute.org/publications/cost-of-capture-pharmaceutical-ind..  .--- While the social media giants once boasted of being

'the free speech wing of the free speech party', in recent years, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other platforms have become

increasingly censors, cracking down on dissenting opinions and offensive speech. Big Tech has enjoyed this role as the unofcial

arbiter of acceptable thinking. But while Facebook likes may have severely damaged free speech online, it could be the UK

government that delivers the killing blow. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5774673  (03/18/2022)
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Apologies, this was posted yesterday but applies to today's article. Doc is a Super Spreader of discussion, debate and discovery.

Fauci and Biden, both Jabbed, both boosted, both using we got a new pill for that with a nice fat price and royalties, brought down

multiple times by what? A drive by virus wearing a Covid mask? Even though the reality of the situation is beyond self-evident, even

though the main drivers pushing the Jab/s are even themselves on record expressing the Jab/s ARE NOT working as they had

advertised, anyone who does not walk on eggshells reporting the same gets a Naughty Naughty Flag from the Faux Checkers.

They get de-platformed, demonetized, Demonized. All for us saying or showing the biggest Grand Wizards of Mis-Dis-Information

are ofcials & institutions themselves. If anything, the Jab/s are Super Spreaders of the destruction of our natural Immune

Function. Why worry about a virus easy to catch causing cases, when the majority of those cases people don't get sick enough to

know they have it. Those who do experience symptoms serious enough, data from around the world show treatments prevented

here in the states work quite well. Those most at risk are those who are most at risk for most anything in the pipeline as they are

already struggling from dis-eases of a Predator$ built Civilization and/or advanced age.

Just a short while ago Doc expressed in one of his reports, * while previously I recommended such and so, in light of new

information, {This Is the Important Part!!!} he said - I Was Wrong...something Fauci & too many of our institutions will never say.

This is why Doc is trusted, and they are not. Retractions are not enough for Crimes Against Humanity. They have destroyed

peoples' livelihoods, health, disrupted society itself.
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"Fauci and Biden, both Jabbed, both boosted,..." Hi Just, do you really think Fauci would take his own poison?
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Nope, Covid would seem to be the least of Biden's problems, and Fauci throws out non-stop mumble mouth word salads so in the

end, who know what he has said, other than anything but the needed truth.
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What happens when words are no longer our common touchstone? Ever notice how we cannot talk anymore? All conversation, from

dialogue to disputation, takes place against an assumed background of agreement about very basic things. Even disagreement

presupposes vast areas of at least implicit agreement. Otherwise, conversation would be literally impossible. But what if even those

areas of core agreement—mutual appeals to reason, to crst principles of reason, to common words and the concepts they signify—have

been radically, deliberately and systematically undermined? Conversation is the lifeblood of community; it is where we explore and cnd

common ground, and teach one another about virtually everything, despite other differences.

When words no longer have shared and stable meanings, when reason and evidence cease to be touchstones of truth, a people are easily

uprooted, alienated, and dispersed into warring camps bent on refashioning the world in accordance with the ideologies that have taken

hold of them instead. The ensuing frenzied and genocidal atrocities of history—the French, Chinese, Russian, Cambodian and Iranian

revolutions come to mind—are well known. We are currently witnessing violence—of all kinds, including physical—against anyone who

remains rooted in reason and what words actually mean, and anyone who refuses to comply with their arbitrary dictates, or conform to

their confusion. What could be more “wicked” than systematically and forcibly dividing, subduing, and silencing a people? And their

communities? And families? If history is a reliable guide, such a dynamic—unless stood up to, and before it’s too late—seldom if ever ends

well. Something wicked this way comes. And its name is “genocide.”

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/something-wicked-this-way-comes?r=110wl5..
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Unfortunately I am very familiar with sociopathy and psychopathy. An effective way to deal with them - and it has to be in an environment

where you know you're safe - is to laugh at them, parody them and once you're out of their realm of control, have nothing to do with them.

Never be emotional and if you cross paths make it abundantly clear that you do not wish to know or hear their point-of-view. We do have

to force these individuals into the light and not allow them to run like cockroaches. Don't waste your energy on anything emotional, stick

to the facts.

They must be charged and brought to trial. If a wrongful judgment is given then publicize - only with facts indicating the corruption, no

adjectives - and name the judge publicly. Do it through alternative media like GB News, or Rebel News in Canada. No personal comments

on this whatsoever, but if this is done these corrupted and closeted individuals will be dealt with via their own hierarchy. I can't speak for

the USA, but I know that in Canada the corruption is not massive - it's in Ottawa (the capital) and the sooner these judges start being

named, the faster they will stop.

It's tradition not to name judges in the press. The judge who initially dealt with Tamara Lich should be widely publicized. They feel safe

with their anonymity, so take it away. I didn't read the last Bail Order for her, but I think the last judge was not as badly skewed as the crst

one was. I keep asking for an audit of the courts in Ottawa. It's important - this is where our cnal court of appeal is located and in the past

we have had some excellent judges here with integrity.
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During World War Two (WWll) Navajo Code Talkers were used by the U.S. military for communications that the Japanese could not

understand and never broke the "code". We are now using code to bypass big tech algorithms. Don't get too organized and mainstream

with our codes or the Algorithms will get smart. Lets all stay smarter during these changing times. https://navajocodetalkers.org
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Hi Otis, Posted this below, latest news: Dr. Malone cled a defamation lawsuit against the WashPost: Lawsuit cled: RW Malone vs.

WP Company, LLC Sometimes, you have to do what is right - no matter the personal cost - -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/lawsuit-cled-rw-malone-vs-wp-company  - sometimes ya need to hit back head-on!
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The 'Ministry of Truth' (MSM) not only twists and spins the news to control what the populace believes but also fails to report and

suppresses news stories. The CIA invented the term "conspiracy theory" to discredit those who questioned the ofcial version of John F

Kennedy’s assassination and doubted that his killer, Lee Harvey Oswald, had acted alone. Since then anyone who doubts the ofcial

government version of a news story or the cndings of a congressional hearing is labeled a conspiracy theorist.

www.georgeorwell1984.org/georgeorwell1984.html
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How can anyone believe Lee Harvey Oswald cred any shots when there is a photo of him standing in front of the School Book

Depository watching the JFK motorcade. 8 shooters have been identiced by name cring 16 shots that day in Dealey Plaza. The CIA

is a discredited bunch of psychopaths and that is not a conspiracy theory.
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In truth the media are our greatest enemy feeding lies and concealments to the sheep who are now waking up ! We are being shown a

movie ...absolutely NOTHING is true and even our supposed leaders are fake ...body doubles and clones! How is it that a superpower like

America can have a man who faked his election ,died 3 years ago and replaced with 3 known actors ....and half the population believe he

is president !The HUGE shocks that are coming .... what will people make of it...will they understand it?
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We need to start correcting the doublespeak. It is such a lie! Trusted News Initiative = (Un)trusted News Initiative; Ineation Reduction Act

= (Hyper)ineation Induction Act;Hate Speech = Free Speech, Speech that doesn’t Comply; Facebook = Fakebook; Big Tech = Big

Surveillance Tech; Vaccine = Bioweapon jab

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/19/2022 3:16:04 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As the World Health Organisation is a Branch of the United Nations, I've always felt it should be referred to as the World (Un)Health

Organisation. Just my contribution to your excellent examples.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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@Glastian - absolutely! This doublespeak is nothing new, unfortunately, Great examples!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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weehen, sounds like you want to update George Orwell's 1984 novel. Good for you, a very just cause.
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally quit watching the news years ago because of all the lies and propaganda. I also quit going to the doctor and took my health

into my hands because their medicines do nothing but make you sicker. I stopped all political contributions because they are all in it just

to pad Swiss bank accounts and further the  goals of the Bilderbergers, Illuminati, U.N., CDC, WHO, the pharmacy industries, The Elite, and

Big Business with no concern for the  health and welfare of the planet or the people they are supposed to be working for. Even gave up on

most entertainment other than very old movies and musicals because all the  recent stuff is nothing but killing in gruesome ways and

sex, drugs, and  perversion.  Personally, I prefer to get my news from Mercola and Children's Health Defense, which is why I am sending

them some contributions  today to help them in their cght.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband has told me not to watch any information or advertisements about the Covid "vaccine" as I tend to get upset with the lies that

are reported each day. I remember some advice from my mother when I was growing up do not believe anything you hear and only half of

what you see. I was also told to verify all information and if you can not document the information do not believe it.  I did go to the CDC

website to see how bad the Covid virus was and it was not worse than the eu in a average year. So I wondered why all the hysteria.
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Zingiber
Joined On 4/28/2021 4:12:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow - the video screen with all the newscasters parroting the same info was powerful. Brainwashed people.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As with all other areas of social debate and political consideration, focusing on the miasma of corruption will accomplish nothing. The

human species continues to measure social merit via taxation (which IS direct extortion) legalized property theft (eminent domain) and

the establishment of straticed corporate hierarchies. All these structures will continue to imprison the specie, no matter the alleged

objectives. Solutions? Revocation of ALL Corporate Charters, and worldwide bans on ALL forms of business syndication, are the only

rational solution. Issues decning "human rights" evade issues of human responsibility. The circus act of corporate propaganda programs

is occurring within a prison setting. The guards are laughing at you...
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed Paul. The only purposes of a corporation is to proct and protect the membership criminals.

How to Deal With a Life-
Changing Diagnosis
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How delightful!!!! Just when you think it's all gloom and doom you read an article like this one. If only 29% of people have faith in the MSM

it restores your faith in humanity! Maybe the "quiet majority" are still thinking out there if 71% of the population aren't buying the

propaganda. This is good news. Having said that many are confused and we all need to work hard to stamp out this powerful and evil

cancerous minority. The more we can bravely approach "forbidden" topics with our friends and gently share the light of truth and also

support those brave souls who are sacriccing so much, be it by donating money or a word of encouragement, we will eventually succeed

in waking everyone up, the scales will fall from their eyes .... and they will wonder how they were ever so deceived.
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montrealep
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:01:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The number of people that have lost trust in the media is also a source of hope for me! However, loosing trust doesn’t mean they

aren’t still quite on board with the majority of the propaganda. I recently went to my hairdresser and was shocked to cnd he wore a

mask and required all clients to wear a mask (the only place I have seen this since mask mandates were lifted in Quebec, Canada).

I spent the appointment talking to him, mentioning various studies, facts etc. He was aware that side effects of vaccines were

being hidden, aware that masks didn’t work very well, aware that the media wasn’t telling the whole truth and would probably have

answered that he didn’t trust the media on that survey.

But despite all that, his actions were still fully in the brainwashed camp. It’s like rationally he realized plenty of stuff, but he was

still programmed to act according to his initial brainwashing. I’m afraid the majority of the population are zombies like that. They

know the vaccines don’t prevent anything, but they are lining up and sending their children for them, because “still”. Maybe this is

the crst step and I am hopefulbut I am still shocked by the actions of the majority.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Outrage, did you see this? www.amazon.com/Andrew-Wakeceld-Was-Right-T-shirt/dp/B07KXCBHGQ
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The god of this system of things and ruler of the world along with his myriad of minions has blinded the minds of many (2 Corinthians,

Chapter 4), therefore, we are exceptionally blessed to have our senses above all else. We are blessed to have each other, Drs Mercola,

Malone, McCollough and many more such as CHD. Many are needlessly dying, but out of those tragedies many are becoming painfully

aware they have be bamboozled. The light of truth is getting brighter and brighter and eventually the new day will dawn. Hang on, stay

strong and never bend the knee to these liars and thieves, our new day is on the way. Peace, Love and Blessings to you all.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD!!! Your health will thank you!
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have asked for misinformation be sent to me for my review so I know what the provax is supprressing from the public, but Ii have yet to

receive any. It hides the real misinnformation from me.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My lack of trust EXTENDS ALSO to some Independent news channel's and that includes Jimmy Dore's. I use to listen to Jimmy Dore a lot

until he exposed his divisive hypocrisy=different standards for different candidates as he pushed demanding people do what he says,

when he says, how he says or else he spends hours hating one for what he gave another a pass on which is what a lot of people do

criticizing one party for what they do wrong while giving the other side a pass for the same thing. Other Independent channels that use to

tell us to not trust the major news media but then they started pushing support for the same vaccine mandates that the major news

channels were/are. So now I only listen to channels that talk about what BOTH POLITICAL SIDES are doing wrong but doing so without

hate to those that disagree with them. Tucker Carlson by his own words admitted he LIES on television. At least he admitted it.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think what angers me the most, where covid & the media are concerned, is their utter disregard for those who have needlessly died.

There is absolutely no reporting on that. According to those ethical & courageous doctors who stepped-up to the plate & actually treated

covid patients by the thousands with early out-patient treatments with medications such as hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, euvoxemine,

among others, the general consensus among them is that 85% of those who died from covid, died needlessly. I have heard more than one

make this statement, including the late, great, Dr. Zelenko. That means that of the roughly 800,000 who died from covid, 680,000 died

unnecessarily.

Then you have all of the deaths from the covid jabs. To date, according to VAERS, there are approximately 30,000 associated deaths.

Using a conservative under-reporting factor of 20, a cgure determined by researchers from Columbia University many months ago, that

would translate to approximately 600,000 associated deaths. That number doesn't even include all of those who have suffered a grievous

injury. Combined, that amounts to approximately 1,280,000 unnecessary deaths. Where are the media reports on this??? For those who

have gotten the covid jab & have not suffered, & who also cannot understand what all of the hesitancy & refusal is all about, I offer this

analogy: It is no different than someone stating that they had relatives living in Germany in the 1930s & 1940s, & that Hitler & the ***

never did anything bad to their family members, so they do not have a problem with Hitler or the ***.

Then you counter that 6 million people were gassed to death. In turn, they say that since nothing bad happened to their family, they

cannot understand what all of the fuss is. It is no different with than what has occurred with covid.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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I received a huge shock yesterday morning to hear my beautiful young niece (just 58 in July) was found dead in her sleep by her husband.

She had been suffering from Restless Leg Syndrome (no doubt due to the SHOTS she had) and went to sleep on the couch so she didn't

bother her husband with kicking legs. The autopsy will be today and I'm so upset feeling certain a false reason will be given and the truth

be covered up, as are millions of others. We are all in different states, unfortunately, but her dad, my oldest brother (92) has never really

agreed with my 'natural health' way of life, so I'm not sure he might believe my feelings about this and won't pursue it with the husband.

The autopsy is today and I wish the husband could be advised to let the Medical Examiner know he's aware of these shots and a bit

suspicious about the cause of her death, but I don't feel I'm the one to interfere. My brother's son told me both his mother and dad just

recently suffered horribly when they had ANOTHER booster so you would think they would understand, but I doubt it.

Years ago when my brother was going through cancer I sent him information about Dr. Mercola and was told Dr. Mercola was a phony,

only interested in selling his products. :-(( Who would have ever thought the whole world authorities would have become so corrupt in

something this big? I'm still in great disbelief that after all this time, most people are still 'in the dark' about the truth of these 'so called'

vaccines. It's so sad how many of these professionals have paid with their careers and reputations.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It all boils down to individual choice and responsibility, and as more people choose to avoid unhealthy foods, to avoid a medical

establishment that is willing to crucify some of their best and brightest for telling the truth, and avoid the lying mainstream media, then

the system starts to weaken and crumble. Ignoring or laughing at a psychopathic culture is preferred to giving them legitimacy.
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS SUNDAY On Sunday, August 21, 2022 at 9am ET/8am CT/6am PT there will be a free webinar presentation regarding the WHO and

the Pandemic Treaty. Please join us and share with others. FREE REGISTRATION THE LINK IS BELOW!! THEY CHANGED THE NAME BUT

#STOPTHEWHO should still get exposure   event.webinarjam.com/.../lqov4bn
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imagine if you will having all the money that you could ever spend and want for nothing, The only thing left is control and power over who

gets what’s left and it’s this power that fuels the evil of the world. This power can only be given away , if it’s taken people will rise up

against it eventually so unless we want to end up in a revolution we must retain our power now and never let it get to this point!!!
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jessica3738
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:53:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not the country i was born and raised in. It is an embarassment! The suppression of the truth and the lies that have ruined careers

and lives must be stopped and the evil forces must be eradicated. Heroes like you and President Trump and Mike Lindell just to name a

few are to be respected and treasured. My prayer is that the truth continues to come out and we the people stay strong and dont allow

this madness to continue. We have our work cut out for us also to support treasures like you. You have my blessing. Continue your most

important work, dear Doctor! More people are behind you than you imagine.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trusted News Initiative just like Ineation Reduction Act or say Build Back Better or maybe Safe and Effective or Follow The Science. Yeah

RIGHT!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same BBC that received a handout of US $54m from the 'Trust me I'm Dr Bill Gates' Foundation?
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's an initiative - actual journalism, the kind that covers stories without favor, the kind that trafcs in facts no matter who they benect

or make look bad. Instead of creating these fuzzy euphemisms to cover for behavior that eroded people's trust in the press, focus on the

behavior that caused the erosion instead of coming up with clever (albeit transparent) ways of papering over the real problem.
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thequest
Joined On 10/23/2020 2:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said wareagle.... we keep on seaching.....
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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No matter what your opinion, right or wrong, it is not allowed. The only thing this Cobol wants is an audience to hypnotize. If you speak,

you are awake, and another may hear what you say. That is a danger to it’, the sanctimonious. So sleep sleep sleep you harvestable

sheep.
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tony.ALT
Joined On 8/5/2022 2:53:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trustworthiness is the foundation of all other virtues.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My perception is that we've been progressively seduced by a multi-generational erosion of trust and faith in transcendental values and

moral authority. The Frankfurt school of communist takeover with its aim of destruction of family and the value of the individual through

"the long march for the institutions" has come to fruition. I see this as a latest and global iteration of a belief that we can be "gods without

God" ourselves and remake the world in our own image. I was a full believer in the radical left for a very long time, entirely seduced by it.

Over the last 10 years or so I've been crawling out and it's still a work in progress. My sense is that we should proclaim the truth in our

own voice, clearly as we can. Here's a beautiful example: www.youtube.com/watch
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Exactly the CRUX of the issue really...especially since our freedoms come from GOD. Remove that one word and replace with MAN

and voila the constitution our founding Fathers becomes a moot point. The CCP knows this as do all commies and Marxists.
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lottaviano
Joined On 7/10/2010 10:26:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I meant to write down people's favorite companies that sell sprouting seeds from the article on food you can grow inside during

shortages the other day but forgot. If anyone can repost the recommended companies I would be most grateful! Thanks!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi lotta, One that was mentioned was "Mumm's" in Canada. The website looks personal and real. I personally have ordered from

SproutMaster in Canada and been very happy. Mumm's ships to the USA I think; SproutMaster doesn't.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SproutPeople.org - I've purchased a couple times from them. They also have videos on how to grow your sprouts. Most of their

seeds say organic.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try these: https://www.rareseeds.com/  ~~~ www.trueleafmarket.com  ~~~ https://www.johnnyseeds.com/
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Individuals are to remain free and have meaningful liberties, they have an duty to seek truthfulness. The price of freedom. Consider the

Telecommunications Act of 1996. mtsu.edu/crst-amendment/article/1095/telecommunications-act-of-1996   Telecommunications Act

led to media mergers. Another consequence of the Telecommunications Act was a eurry of media mergers. The act signiccantly reduced

regulations on media concentration and cross-ownership of media outlets. This deregulation led to less competition and allowed such

companies as AOL/Time-Warner and Viacom to purchase multiple media outlets in local markets.  Big media just got bigger.
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola: Everything you say in this article is absolutely true. These people are beyond disgusting and need to be 'outed'. If only..

However, those of us who agree 100% aren't always able to 'persuade/convince' our intellectually-capable friends/acquaintances of the

actual facts. God forbid that their skewed interpretation of the information with which they are presented should be questioned. Some of

my friends are considered to be highly 'intelligent' (a term I challenge - going by what I have seen over the years), yet when it comes to

brain-washing, many of them are right up there with the gullible sheep.

What, therefore, is going on? 'Emperor's new clothes' syndrome? Fear of standing out and daring to go against popular opinion (and/or

their conscience)? Fear of losing their status/cnancial security? A desire to bury their heads in the sand and pretend that none of this is

really happening? Cowardice, ignorance or a combination of all of the above? In addition, it's so easy to be sucked into the minutiae of

everyday, mundane activities that, for many, are all about basic survival.

Leaving very little time to think about - and delve more deeply into what is going on behind the scenes. Having had to return to the

workforce, I'm all too aware of going through exactly what I wrote about in the last paragraph.. However, I'm not going to give up and will

'doggie-paddle' to keep my head above water as well as continue to seek out 'like minds'. Vive La Resistance...
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4steve9
Joined On 7/20/2022 3:41:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no point in just outing them ....majority already know but are trapped in a system that gives no voice or control! You have

to SHOW the people the truth (as horricc as it really is) and arrest ,convict for treason every last one of them ....put the hearings

and even execution online ...and if its millions arrested ...so be it! Far too many countries have had laws only for the people ....but

not for the elites ,politicians etc ! Gates should have been taken down many years ago ...it took the rural Indian people to deal with

such vile criminality once and for all .... he and his wife were hung in India in 2013!
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM
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Here's my call to action regarding media and the big tech goons it needs a large platform to work please share

https://youtu.be/KXzkg1iHmcU
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MannaFood
Joined On 9/7/2011 7:22:00 PM
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Where is reference # 15, "Propaganda and Persuasion," . I tried to look it up but there are several books by that title. Which one is being

referenced?
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More dirt on TNI here - secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-vaccine-update-10
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoo Hooo, Dr Malone just cled a defamation lawsuit against the WashPost here: "Lawsuit cled: RW Malone vs. WP Company, LLC

Sometimes, you have to do what is right - no matter the personal cost -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/lawsuit-cled-rw-malone-vs-wp-company
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Krofter
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Yup, I get Malones Substack.
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